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Environmental Job Opportunities
Department of Defense
Types of environmental jobs employed
by DoD:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Biologist/Physical Scientist
Botanist
Ecologist
Engineer (Environmental/Civil)
Fishery Biologist
Forester
Lawyer
Marine Biologist
Oceanographer
Rangeland Manager
Scientific Diver
Wetlands Scientist
Wildlife Biologist
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) practitioners/Community
Planners
• Also Archeologists and Museum Curators

Environmental Job Opportunities
Department of Defense








Plant and animal surveys
Animal tagging/relocation
Wildland fire management
Land restoration
Invasive species management
Hunting/fishing/recreation program
management
 Environmental law
 Environmental analysis/reports
 Public affairs/outreach
Locations vary from small and
large US military bases to
headquarter commands in large
cities and even bases overseas

Naval Facilities Engineering Command Locations
(largest Navy environmental employer)

Follow NAVFAC on Twitter: @NAVFACcareers

Environmental Job Opportunities
Department of Defense (DoD)

To find and apply for available jobs visit:
https://www.usajobs.gov/
Job Series typically hired in DoD:
 0020 Community Planner
 0401 Natural Resources Specialist
 0819 Environmental Engineer
 0028 Environmental Protection Specialist
 1301 Physical Scientist
For a complete list of federal job series see:
https://www.opm.gov/policy-data-oversight/classificationqualifications/general-schedule-qualification-standards/#url=List-byOccupational-Series

For entry positions, typically, those having a:
• Bachelor’s degree enter at GS-7 level,
• Master’s degree enter at GS-9 level,
• PhD enter at GS-11 level.
This does not mean you need a Master’s to advance to GS-9 level, etc.

Environmental Job Opportunities
Department of Navy
Navy Human Resources website explains the process and has helpful tips
http://www.secnav.navy.mil/donhr/Pages/Default.aspx
Insider Tips:
 Be willing to move
• Getting in the door is the hard part, once in there is greater chance to move to
another location and amongst federal agencies
 Be patient
• The hiring process is extremely long
• There are multiple levels in the process and the person reading your resume most
likely has little knowledge about what the job entails or how you are qualified
 Provide detailed information in your resume
• Ensure your resume includes the “key words” used in the job announcement
• Use the same terms that are used in the announcement (“plant biologist” vs
“botanist”)
 During an interview, repeat things even if they are in your resume
• Applicants are graded based on resume and interview (generally a 1-5 or 1-10
scale)
• Interviews usually have a time constraint, so you must be concise in your answers
• Ask questions at the end

What do those hiring for Navy environmental jobs look for:
Skills:
• Communication - verbal/written/oral
• Consistent communication to report work/project status to boss - no surprises.
• Interpersonal/team building and people management
• Project managment
• Self-Management
• Attention to detail
• Ability to take initiative and be self-starter.
• Organize and prioritize work - get help from boss if needed.
• Ability to be flexible - and look for options.
• Willingness to work hard with no excuses.
• The needed technical skills for the job (e.g. GIS and statistical analysis).

Other tips:
I think it is important for grads to realize the importance of advanced degrees - especially in the sciences - almost everyone in our group
has an advanced degree. It seems that the engineers get hired without a masters - but everyone else needs a master's degree or more.
Computer/IT/GIS skills VIP. Communication (oral and written) and interpersonal skills are a must. Strong work ethic and proof of it
(references, work while going to school ....).
Communicate that you understand supporting the employer mission is important (not only your specialty/research/favorite thing) oftentimes hiring officials feel like scientists want to protect their "thing"/interests at all costs - rather than looking for a win-win option
where resource/"thing"/interest is protected and mission is accomplished.
Understanding practical conservation and creative problem solving.
• the ability to integrate academic knowledge into real-world situations (application of the science to the workplace mission)
• the ability to work collaboratively (both with those who do and don't share your views) to achieve an intended purpose while protecting
a resource
Check your resume and cover letter and make sure it "sells you" for the job and prepare for your interview - can't tell you how many
resumes I have read with major misspelling and several with no name!
Prepare - research the company/job/skill sets. Brainstorm with a friend on questions you might be asked and good answers- and then
brainstorm with your parents as typically the hiring officials are in the age group of your parents. Have examples ready and always have
a closing argument for any communication - written or verbal - on "why you."

Recent NAVFAC Announcements
-We use USA Jobs & Common LISTSERVS (e.g. MARMAM) to announce
MARINE BIOLOGISTS We are looking for Marine Biologists to fill several positions. The positions are with the Naval Facilities
Engineering Command located at Joint Base Pearl Harbor, Hawaii. These are federal civilian positions at the General Service Grades of
GS-11 (salary range $67,800 to $88,100) and GS-12 (salary range $81,200 to 105,600). Salary range shown includes locality pay and
Cost of Living Adjustment for Hawaii. The grade level and salary will depend on the candidate’s qualifications and experience.
The incumbent will serve as a Subject Matter Expert for marine resources products and services that support Navy and Marine Corps
shore-side bases and military training operations on land and at sea in Hawaii, Guam and the Far East. The incumbent will be a Navy
subject matter expert (SME) in marine resources including one or more of the following: marine mammals, sea turtles, fishes, coral,
marine invertebrates, and marine environments. Knowledge of Pacific Ocean marine resources is highly desirable, and an
understanding of statistics and methods for quantifying and analyzing biological phenomena and trends is necessary.
The incumbent will prepare contracting documents, field work plans, monitoring plans, data analysis, threatened and endangered species
evaluations, and research proposals. Much of the work executed by the incumbent will be by contract, so strong project management
and contracting skills are desirable. A portion of work will also be executed in-house. The incumbent will be responsible for assisting
with the preparation of marine resources sections of environmental planning documents under the National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA). Additionally, the incumbent will prepare consultation documents and conduct consultations with federal resource agencies
under the Marine Mammal Protection Act, the Endangered Species Act, the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Management and Conservation
Act (Essential Fish Habitat), and other environmental laws and regulations.

GIS ANALYST Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic is seeking to hire a GIS analyst with extensive expertise in marine
resources data management and analysis. The GIS analyst will have several responsibilities including:
utilizing professional knowledge of environmental conservation and marine resources (e.g. marine mammals and sea turtles) to plan,
coordinate, and manage environmental spatial data; and producing and analyzing biological and marine resources (e.g. marine
mammal)geospatial information to support operational actions and training.
Applicants must be US citizens, eligible to receive a Secret security clearance, and be willing to relocate to Norfolk, Virginia.
The job announcement and more information can be accessed via USA Jobs here:
INTERDISCIPLINARY COMMUNITY PLANNER/NATURAL RESOURCES SPECIALIST/PHYSICAL SCIENTIST, GS-0020, 0401, 130112; RPA 570002. Announcement is scheduled to post on Friday 1/13/2017 and close on Friday 1/20/2017.
https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/461935200
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